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Abstract   University students often express their own opinions in reports by using “omou” 
or “kangaeru”. However, in scholarly journals, such expressions are rarely used. 
Phrases that do appear in scholarly journals are those that demonstrate definite 
conclusions such as “kangaerareru,” “to ieru,” or “ga wakaru”. In other words, 
“omou” is a verb that indicates the author ’s thoughts and judgment, however, the 
phrase is not often used in scholarly dissertations. 
This investigation looks at the trends behind the appearance of the phrases 
“omou” or “kangaeru” in university student reports as well as the functions that are 
fulfilled regarding the action of using “I believe” or “omou” for arguments (from 
the perspective of conveyance). Through doing so, this paper examines the 
common reasons for both circumstances. 
As a result of this investigation, it is clear that a lack of vocabulary that would 
help them precisely convey their ideas, lack of skill in logically assembling their 
arguments and ambiguous assertions are the main reasons behind the appearance 
of “omou” or “kangaeru” in university student reports. 
 
                     
１．はじめに 















































































(２) くわしく考える （藤田 1981 例文１） 







































































































































































































































































 ３・４ 大学生のレポートにおける個人的見解の表明 
















































































































































































































































































































































































           （受理 平成 25 年 3 月 19 日） 
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